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ABSTRACT.Thispaper analyzesstatisticallythe

The Endangered Species Act of 1973
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1992b)gave
thepreservation
of endangered
species.As explana- the federalgovernmentthe powerto protect
toryvariables,we useproxiesthatinclude'scientific' U.S. species from extinction.Simplyby listsuch as "degreeof endangerspeciescharacteristics,
ing a species as endangered, the government" and "taxonomicuniqueness,"as well as
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such as "physicalsize"
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millionsof dollarsin opportunitycosts to be
"higherform of life." Theseproxiesare used to
incurred.Indeed, once a species is placed
the
and
destudy government's
protection spending
on the endangeredspecies list, cost-benefit
cisionson individualspecies.Overall,we find that
the role of visceralcharacteristics
is much greater analysis is practicallyprecluded.Additionthantheroleof scientificcharacteristics.
(JELQ28)
ally, all listed species are eligible to have
funds spent directlyon their recovery,with
the eventual goal of havingtheir endangerI. INTRODUCTION
ment reduced to levels that would allow
them to be removedfrom the list. Overall,
As a society, we seem to have made a
the relevant governmentagencies face difcommitment
to
biogeneralized
conserving
ficult problems of, first, deciding which
diversity;but how do we spend our limited
species to place on the endangeredspecies
resourceson this commitment?Our goal is
to answer this question by studying actual list and,second,decidinghow muchto spend
decisions made by the U.S. government on the recoveryof each listed species.In the
about which species to protect and how sections that follow, we examine these two
decisions in detail. We believe this subject
much to spend on them.
deserves serious attention from economists
Narrowly,this paper is about explaining
because
the direct and indirectcosts of this
the species-by-speciesprotectionand spendof environmentalprotection are altype
decisions
of
certain
relevant
U.S.
federal
ing
readysubstantial,and such expendituresare
and state government organizations.1To
more rapidlythan almost any other
perform this analysis, we have combined growing
of
item
comparable size in the national
several distinct datasets from different government and scientific sources. We think economy.2
that the resultingcombinationoffers a rare
opportunityfor empiricallybased insights
into preferences about biodiversityconserDepartmentof Economics,HarvardUniversity.
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including
when confronted by competing and often
I Readers interested in other
studies of revealed
unquantifiableobjectives. Nevertheless, we
preferenceof governmentdecisionmakingare referred
should stress that our paper is strictly a
to McFadden(1975,1976),Weingastand Moran(1983),
Thomas (1988), and Cropperet al. (1992). The most
positive study of government choices-no
closelyrelatedworkto our own is Mannand Plummer
normative claims are made. This is not
(1993).
an attempt to value species, but rather an
2 One illustrationof this growthis the dramaticrise
of
revealed
analysis
preferences
through in direct expenditureson species-by-speciespreservaactual decisions.
tion. These figuresare studiedin SectionIV.
main determinants of government decisions about
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TABLE 1
THETOPTENSPECIES
BYTOTALSPENDING

CommonName
1. BaldEagle
2. NorthernSpotted
Owl
3. FloridaScrubJay
4. West Indian
Manatee
5. Red-Cockaded
Woodpecker
6. FloridaPanther
7. Grizzly(or Brown)
Bear
8. LeastBell'sVireo
9. AmericanPeregrine
Falcon
10. WhoopingCrane

Spending Cumulative
($Millions) Spending(%)
31.3
26.4

9.9
18.3

19.9
17.3

24.5
30.0

15.1

34.8

13.6
12.6

39.1
43.1

12.5
11.6

47.1
50.7

10.8

54.2

Table 1 lists every species on which over
$10 million has been reported spent by all
U.S. federal and state agencies from 1989 to
1991.3 The species are listed in descending
order of total reported expenditures. Also
shown is cumulative spending as a percentage of all expenditures on endangered
species. What follows now are some speculations, intended to be suggestive, on some
possible spending patterns.
First, the spending appears to be extremely concentrated. Just 10 species account for over half of all expenditures, out
of a total of 554 species that were officially
listed as endangered or threatened as of
November 1990. Next, notice that all of the
species listed in Table 1 are animals. More
precisely, they are all mammals or birds; in
fact, most are relatively large mammals and
birds. Furthermore, there might even be
some doubt about whether these species are
truly endangered, or even threatened, in any
objective absolute sense. The Bald Eagle,
Northern Spotted Owl, Florida Scrub Jay,
and Grizzly Bear, for example, have relatively large viable breeding populations that,
while being pressed upon by habitat destruction in some regions, do not appear to
be even remotely exposed to any overall
danger of going extinct. The same cannot be
said, for example, of the Texas Blind Salamander, Monitor Gecko, Choctawahatchee
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Beach Mouse, or Waccamaw Silverside,
which are objectively much closer to extinction, but nonetheless each claim less than
$10,000 in total expenditures.
A quick reading of Table 1 would also
appear to suggest that the degree of biological uniqueness plays no role, or even a
perverse role, in expenditure decisions. Of
the 10 listings, constituting over 54 percent
of total spending, only 4 are full species
(Bald Eagle, West Indian Manatee, Whooping Crane, Red-Cockaded Woodpecker).
The other 6 are of a lower taxonomic rank.
The Northern Spotted Owl, Florida Scrub
Jay, Grizzly Bear, and so forth are subspecies. They each have very closely related
near-twin subspecies, genetically very similar, that are in little danger of going extinct.
At the opposite extreme are such creatures
as the Sand Skink, Red Hills Salamander,
and Alabama Cave Fish. Total spending on
any one is less than $10,000, yet each of
these three endangered species forms a
monotypic genus-meaning that they are
the genetically distinct unique representatives of an entire genus, having no sisterspecies and being only very distantly related
to their nearest safe cousin-species in other
genera.
The observations note above seem
provocative. But are the perceived patterns
real? And what do they mean? This paper is
an attempt to answer these questions using
a careful statistical analysis.
The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows: Section II contains a discussion
of various normative justifications for the
preservation of biodiversity and of the difficulties of constructing a single objective
function that the government might be expected to follow. We then identify a subset
of these normative justifications that can be
defined operationally and quantified, and
we describe the data that we use for them.
This subset includes 'scientific' characteristics such as "degree of endangerment" and
"taxonomic uniqueness" as well as more
'visceral' characteristics such as "physical
3 The exact source of the data, and other details,
will be explainedin the next section.
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size" and the degree to which a species is
perceived as a "higher form of life." In
Section III, we describe the Endangered
Species Act and the listing process in more
detail, and then estimate a regression to
determine the relative importance of these
species characteristics in the listing decision.
We find that both scientific and visceral
elements play an important role in determining whether a species becomes listed. In
Section IV, we focus on the government's
direct spending to improve the condition of
listed species. First, we describe the available spending data and the method by which
it was collected. Then, using the same independent variables as in Section III, we estimate a regression with "species-by-species"
spending as the dependent variable. We find
that the visceral characteristics play a highly
significant role in explaining the observed
spending patterns, while the more scientific
characteristics appear to have little influence. Next, in Section V, we extend the
analysis to include explanatory variables of
a more openly bureaucratic nature. The goal
here is to determine how closely the government is following its own system for prioritization of spending. Results are mixed; while
the formal priority system is followed to
some degree, there is evidence that its least
important component plays a disproportionate role. Finally, Section VI concludes with
a summary of the results and a discussion of
some broader themes which we believe are
suggested by the analysis.
II. OBJECTIVES IN BIODIVERSITY
PRESERVATION
A. Overview
In this section we attempt to identify all
relevant variables which might influence endangered species policy. This exercise is not
intended to have normative implications, but
rather to frame the empirical analysis of the
following sections. In an ideal study of this
subject, we would have a well-defined objective function for society as a whole, and the
observed government behavior could be
judged on the basis of how well it satisfied
such a standard. In the case of biodiversity
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preservation, however, the most striking feature is the almost complete lack of any such
anchor. Even in fields as contentious as
health policy or environmental risk management, there is some 'currency' around which
the analysis can be framed. In biodiversity
preservation, however, no such measure has
yet been agreed upon, and decision-making
bodies are left with a shopping list of objectives that are not easily comparable. In our
opinion, it is essential to recognize this "lack
of an anchor" as a central feature of biodiversity preservation, and we do not propose
any solution to such a difficult problem.
Instead, we study only the elements that are
both relevant and measurable: relevant because they usually show up in the "shopping
list of objectives," and measurable because
it is possible to identify quantifiable proxies.
Then, we attempt to determine which of
these elements is actually important for explaining the patterns of behavior in the data.
Throughout our discussion, we use the
conservation of species as the main vehicle for biodiversity preservation.4 In this
species-oriented approach, we find it useful
to divide arguments for the preservation of
biodiversity into three broad classes.5 First,
species may have commercial value in uses
such as food, medicine, clothing, or tourism.
Second, existence value represents the pleasure people derive from simply knowing that
a species exists in the wild, even if representatives are never actually observed directly.
Such existence values can also encompass
4 We recognizethat some conservationprofessionals wouldarguethat the properunit of measurementis
not species,but ecosystems.At an extreme,researchers
who hold this view might questionthe entire foundation of a species-orientedapproach.We take no position in this debate. Since the relevant governmental
organizationsuse a speciesapproach,it is logicalfor us
to use this same approachwhen studyingtheir behavior.
5As we pointed out earlier, this discussionin no
way attempts to claim that these categories are the
normatively"correct"ones to be using.Thereis a huge
literatureon this topic, spanningmanydisciplines,and
we couldnot do it full justicehere. Rather,our choices
of these categoriesis done purelyout of convenience;
we want to find out what actuallyinfluencesgovernment choices,and to do this we need some simpleand
efficientcategorization.
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moral arguments, originating ultimately
from religious and philosophical convictions, that humankindhas an ethical obligation to preservespecies,notwithstandingany
direct benefits. Third, it is sometimes argued that if we allowbiodiversityto deteriorate below (currentlyunknown)criticallevels, then ecosystems may collapse, thus
causing significant repercussions in other
spheres. We refer to this as a contributory
value.6 If we believe that this value is important, then we should act to preserve
species that may be important"keystones"
for their respective ecosystems. Note that
"option values" can occur in any of these
three categories,and cannot be thought of
separatelyfrom the underlyingvalue (commercial,existence,or contributory).
Withineach of these three types of arguments, there may be several components
that providemotivationfor currentgovernment policy; in the next subsectionwe attempt to isolate those which seem to be
both relevantand measurable.These "relevant and measurable"componentsfall exclusively within the category we have labeled existencevalue. This is not to say that
the other two categoriesare not valid motivations; rather, it is that we cannot find
measurablecomponentsof these other categories that can be used to understandcurrent policy. The reasons are different in
each case. First, although there are some
exceptions, most endangered species have
little or no commercialvalue, so this category can be effectivelyignored as a significant motivation in government spending.7
Next, the contributoryvalue is not understood well enough to be useful for making
decisions about individual species and,
therefore,is not likely to explainany of the
patternsin our data.8
B. Relevant and MeasurableObjectivesin
BiodiversityPreservation

As stated previously, there are many
components which might on principle be
included in society's objective function for
biodiversity,but only a subset are both relevant and measurableat this time. Below,we
describe the three componentsof this sub-
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set that we have been able to identify,all of
which fall into the class of existencevalues.
Because it is not possible to obtain reliable
measures of any componentfor all species
of plants and animals,we confineour analysis to coveronly vertebratespecies,whichin
effect constitutea single phylumof the animal kingdom.
1. People often speakof the largeamount
of attention paid to "charismaticmegafauna." Just knowing that elephants and
pandas exist in the wild has value to some
people, even if they never actuallywitness
the wild elephants and pandas firsthand;
such an effect is likely to be less pronounced for species of wild toads or eels.
Since existence value of a species may indeed be a functionof its charismaand physical size, we would ideally like some good
measure of both. We capture the "megafauna"part by using the physicallength of
an averagerepresentativeof the species.9At
this stage, we have not obtained a satisfactory measure of "charisma,"although we
have receivedmanycreativesuggestions.?1

6 This usage is introducedin Norton(1988).
7Some fisheries fall into the class of exceptions,
withwhale speciesperhapsthe most obviousexamples.
Since, as is explainedlater, our analysisdoes not include marine species, the importanceof commercial
value in our sampleseems minimal.
8
In rejecting inclusion of an "ecologicalsignificance" variable in the government'sprioritysystem,
Fay and Thomas(1983, 43101)state that "this kind of
informationis seldomavailableat the time a speciesis
consideredfor listing."
9
Lowe, Matthews,and Mosely (1990) and Mosely
(1992) give fairlyprecise length rangesfor all species
on the U.S. endangeredspecies list. For non-listed
species,we consultedseveralstandardbiologicalreferences to obtainlength estimates(Allen 1983;Grzimek
1984;Lee et al. 1980;Nowak1991).In some cases,we
were not able to obtaina publishedlengthfor a species
and it was necessaryto form an estimateby usingdata
fromcloselyrelatedspecies.
10Among the suggestionsare: eye-size or eye-body
ratio, numberof times the animal'sname appearsin
children'sbooks or in articlesin TheNew YorkTimes,
space devoted to the animal in zoos, and subjective
charismaratingsfrom an as yet unperformedpsychology experiment.Ourjudgmentat this time is that none
of these measureswould be useful enough to justify
their inclusion,even if they were readilyavailable.
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2. Another possible component of existence value is the degree to which a species
is consideredto be a higher form of life. In
manycontexts,it seems obviousthat human
beings care about other people in proportion to the degree to which they are related
to them or can 'identify' with them. We
might believe that this feeling extends to
higher forms of life as well. We are not
suggestingthat this is an ideal ethical criterion to use; in fact, we are makingno normativejudgmentat all. Instead,we want to
recognize that if people do actually make
distinctionsamong species in this way, then
it will necessarilybe a component of existence value. To test for the possible role of
such a component, we have divided the
dataset into the five broad classes of vertebrates: mammal, bird, reptile, amphibian,
and fish. In the regressionsof the following
sections, we include dummy variables for
each of these classes to see if currentpolicy
discriminatesamongthem.
3. Sincewe also mayhave existencevalue
for "biodiversity"as a whole, some measure
of the amount that a species adds to this
diversitymay play a role in deciding how
much to spend on it. As a measure of such
added diversity, we might use a species'
taxonomic distinctiveness, or difference,
from other species.11Other things equal,
the more unique a species is, as measured
by distance from its closest living relative,
the more attention we would pay to its
preservation.As a measure of taxonomic
uniqueness,we use dummyvariablesto discriminateamong three possibilities.First, a
"Full Species" is our term for a genuine
species in the generallyaccepted biological
sense.12 Next, a "MonotypicGenus"is a full
species that constitutesthe sole representative of its genus.13Finally,we use the term
"Subspecies"to mean any taxonomic unit
below the level of a full species. Of these
three types, MonotypicGenus is the most
taxonomicallydistinct, while Subspecies is
the least.
Finally,a fourth factor to be considered
does not relate directlyto species value, but
rather to the probabilityof preventingextinction.
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4. Any preservationdecision is likely to
pay some attention to the actual level of
endangermentof the species in question.
Other thingsequal,we expectthat preservation dollars would go to recover the more
endangeredspecies4 Our data for endangerment comes from the Nature Conservancy(NC), which tracksan exhaustivesubset of all vertebrate "full species" in the
U.S. and provides "global endangerment"
rankson a scale of 1 (most endangered)to 5
(least endangered).Overall,the NC ranking
systemis by far the most comprehensiveand
objectivemeasure of species endangerment
that we could find. Each of the interval
rankingsof 1 through5 has a well-defined
meaning,and a seriouseffort is made by the
NC to applythe rankingsconsistently.15
11

This theme is developedmore fully in Weitzman
(1992, 1993).
12 The "generallyaccepted"biological-speciesdefinition is typicallyascribedto ErnstMayr:"Speciesare
groupsof actuallyor potentiallyinterbreedingnatural
populationsreproductivelyisolated from other such
groups."
"rThe Genus is the taxonomic level just above
species.
14
In a formal model of biodiversitypreservation,
such as Weitzman(1993), a more appropriatestatementis somethinglike the following:otherthingsequal,
we should spend more money on species with higher
marginaldecreasesin extinctionprobabilityper dollar
spent. In practice,there probablyis a high correlation
between a species'"absolute"and "marginal"level of
endangerment,so the two conceptsmay actuallyturn
out to be similar.Due to our data constraints,we are
forced to finesse the possible distinction between
and absolutelevels of endangerment.
marginal
15The Nature
Conservancydistinguishesbetween
global ranks,called "G-ranks,"which are given to full
species, and "T-ranks,"which are given to subspecies
or populations.In our dataset, we use the ranking
relevantto the taxonomicunit being studied, i.e, Granksfor full species and T-ranksfor subspecies.The
definitionsof G-ranksgiven by the NC are: Gl-critically imperiledthroughouttheir range and typically
have fewer than 6 occurrencesin the world,or fewer
than 1,000individuals;G2-imperiled throughouttheir
rangeand typicallyhavebetween6 and 20 occurrences,
or fewer than 3,000 individuals; G3-vulnerable
throughouttheir range and typicallyhave fewer than
100 occurrences, or fewer than 10,000 individuals;
G4-apparently securethroughoutits range(but possibly rare in parts of its range);G5-demonstrably secure throughoutits range (however,it may be rare in
certain areas). See National Heritage Data Center
(1992, 1993a,1993b).
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These four factors make up the subset
that we feel is both relevant and measurable. In an attemptto adjustfor the importance of any relevantbut unmeasurablefactors,we later define a "residual"component
of existence value and attempt to estimate
the effect of its omission from the regressions. This artificialconstructionwill be explained in Section IV, where it plays an
importantrole in interpretingthe patternof
spendingdecisions.
III. THE LISTING DECISION
A. Background:TheEndangeredSpeciesAct of
1973

The Endangered Species Act of 1973
("the Act") created a frameworkfor the
preservationof endangeredplants and animalsin the United States.This frameworkis
administeredprimarilyby the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS), an agency of the
Departmentof the Interior,which oversees
the recoveryof all terrestrialand freshwater
species of plants and animals.l6The term
"species,"although having a fairly precise
technicalmeaningto taxonomists,is defined
in the Act to include subspecies,varieties
(for plants), and populations (for vertebrates), in addition to 'true' species in the
technicalbiologicalsense.17Where not otherwise specified,we follow this biologically
imprecise terminology and use the word
species to refer to any taxonomicunit eligible for protectionunder the Act.
The process of listing a species for protection begins when the species is proposed
by FWS as a "candidate."Duringits period
of candidacy,FWS gathersdata from internal and external scientificsources in order
to determinewhether the species warrants
listing and protection. The process stalls
here for most candidates;of more than 3,600
candidates for listing in 1993, there was
insufficientscientific data to make a decision on about 3,000.18If sufficientscientific
data exist and the data are judged to warrant listing, then FWS can place a formal
proposal in the Federal Register. After a
public commentperiod, FWS makes a final
decision. A species may be listed as "en-
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dangered"or "threatened."An endangered
species is "in dangerof extinctionthroughout all or a significantportionof its range."
A threatened species is "likely to become
endangered in the foreseeable future."19
Both types are considered to be "listed"
and, while there are some legal distinctions,
in practice they are given the same protection under the Act. For the remainderof
the paper,we ignorethe distinctionbetween
endangeredand threatenedspecies and we
refer to all listed species as endangered.
For good reasons, the decision to list
a species is given considerable attention
by the FWS. Once protected, endangered
species can cause largedisruptionsand force
developersto delay or even cancel projects
that might harm the species. For expositional purposes, we can effectively divide
the stipulationsof the EndangeredSpecies
Act into 'protective' and 'recovery' measures. Protective measures are restrictions
on activitieswhichharmlistedspecies.These
restrictions are more stringent for public,
especiallyfederal, activitiesthan for private
activities. On federal land or in projects
requiringfederal permits, species are protected from any adverseeffect of an activity,
including habitat alteration. The most
prominant examples of such activities are
dam or other construction,and mining or
logging on federal land. On privateland, it
is primarilyforms of direct harm that are
16
The NationalMarineFisheriesServiceis responof the Act for most marine
sible for the administration
species. In this paper, we focus our attention exclusivelyon the species monitoredby the FWS.We focus
on the FWS because the National Marine Fishery
Servicedoes not publishdata comparableto our FWS
sources.Since the vast majorityof recoveryprograms
are managedby the FWS,this restrictiondoes not play
a role in our results.
17 A vertebrate
"population"is a taxonomicgroup
below the subspecieslevel. Our analysiscombinessubspecies and populationsin the same category.
18This total includes invertebratesand plants as
well as the vertebratesstudiedin this paper.
19The
backgroundand definitionsare drawnfrom
the EndangeredSpeciesAct of 1973andfromthe FWS
publication,"PlacingAnimalsand Plantson the List of
Endangeredand ThreatenedSpecies,"U.S. Fish and
WildlifeService(1993).Thispublicationalso includesa
detaileddescriptionof the listingprocess.
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restricted. Direct harm is defined specifically in the Act and includes such obvious
examples as shooting, trapping, and selling.
Recovery measures give the government
the power to improve the condition of listed
species. The Act provides FWS with the
authorization to develop and implement
plans to preserve and improve the condition
of listed species. More importantly, the Act
gives FWS and other federal agencies the
authority to purchase significant habitat sites
and to aid state agencies that have agreements with FWS.
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REGRESSION#1
THELISTING
DECISION
Std.
LISTED

Coef.

Err.

t

P> Itl

MAMMAL

1.11

.42

2.679

0.008

BIRD
REPTILE

1.21
.92

.38
.44

3.224
2.102

0.001
0.036

AMPHIBIAN
NCRANK

-1.51
-1.47

.45
.16

-3.339
-9.238

0.001
0.000

LNLENGTH

.25

.14

1.713

0.087

MONOTYPIC
CONSTANT

.84
1.07

.39
.42

2.177
2.550

0.030
0.011

Notes: Dependent variable is LISTED; method of esti-

mationis logit;511observations.

B. Regression#1: Factorsin the ListingDecision
Since listing a species is the crucial first
step in its protection, it would be helpful to
gain a better understanding of the determinants of the government's decision. What
role, if any, is played by the relevant and
measurable objectives discussed in the previous section? To answer this question, we
constructed a sample of all vertebrate full
species which might possibly be considered
for listing. This sample excludes all taxonomic units below the full species level; that
is, we do not include any subspecies or
populations. Such a sample is possible because the Nature Conservancy database
contains an exhaustive list of all U.S. vertebrate (full) species.20 We restrict our sample
to all full species, listed and unlisted, that
meet a minimum threshold of endangerment-the NC endangerment rank of 3 or
lower. This leaves us with a sample of 511
full species, of which almost half are fish.
Using this sample, we estimate a logit regression with a dependent dummy variable, LISTED, which is set to 1 if the (full)
species was listed as of March 1993 and to 0
otherwise. The independent variables are
Nature Conservancy degree of endangerment rank (NCRANK), log of physical
length (LNLENGTH), dummies for the taxonomic class (MAMMAL, BIRD, REPTILE,
and AMPHIBIAN-fish is the benchmark),
and a dummy for monotypic genus (MONOTYPIC).
The results of Regression #1 indicate

that many forces play a role in the listing
process.
1. The coefficient on LNLENGTH is
positive and significant at the 10 percent
level; other things equal, a 1 percent increase in physical length translates into approximately a .05 percentage point increase
in the likelihood of listing.21
2. Similar translations yield statistically
significant estimates for mammals, birds,
reptiles, and amphibians (relative to fish) of
20, 22, 17, and -27 percentage points, respectively. All of these results are significant
at the 5 percent level.22

20 We exclude
subspeciesfromthis analysisbecause
the NC does not track a complete list of U.S. subspecies. We do not even know how many non-listed
subspeciesexist, muchless what they are.
21 As a first
approximation,
logit coefficientscan be
translated into probabilityterms by multiplyingby
p(l - p), where p is the mean of the dependentvariable. In this case, p = .24 and p(l - p) = .18.
2Readers may notice that the order of listing
preference suggested by this regression places fish
aheadof amphibians,while an evolutionarytree would
placehumanscloserto amphibiansthanto fish.We are
not sure that an evolutionarytree is the correctmeasure of what constitutesa higherform of life, and the

main reason we ran the regression with dummies rather

than a single ordered "evolutionary"
variablewas to

remain agonistic on this issue. Nevertheless, the overall
pattern of the coefficient estimates is roughly consis-

tentwitha loose evolutionaryinterpretationof "higher"
as being "morecloselyrelatedto humans."
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3. Monotypicgenera show a statistically
significantincreasedlisting likelihoodof 15
percentagepoints.
4. NCRANKhas the expected influence
on listing. The negative coefficient implies
that a low NCRANK-which implies high
endangerment-results in a higher likelihood of listing. A translationof the coefficient into probabilityterms implies that a
one unit increasein NCRANKresults in an
approximate26 percentagepoint rise in the
likelihoodof listing.
Most of these coefficient values are not
surprising.As mentioned in Section II, a
species become listed only after there is
significantscientific evidence on its endangerment. Thus, we would expect that wellstudiedspecies wouldhave a greaterchance
of meeting the necessaryscientificstandard
and passing from being a candidate for
listing to becoming listed. Since humans
allocate their scarce scholarly resources
for many of the same reasons cited for
preservation,our resultsmay indicatewhich
species we like to study as much as they
indicatewhich species we want to preserve.
This complicationis unavoidable.Nevertheless, the results of this regressioncertainly
show that species are listed for more than
just scientificcharacteristicssuch as uniqueness and endangerment;visceral components of existence value, like size and the
degree to which a species is considered a
higherform of life, seem to affect the listing
decision as well.
IV. THE SPENDING DECISION
A. Background:
SpendingData and the 1988
Amendment

Once a species has been listed under the
Act, FWS is chargedwith the creation of a
"recoveryplan,"which sets out the steps to
be taken to improve the condition of the
species. Internalaudits by the U.S. Department of the Interior estimate that the potential direct costs implied by the recovery
plans of all listed species are about $4.6
billion(U.S. Fish and WildlifeService1990b,
7).24

Since the total available budget falls
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far short of this figure, all agencies with
spending programs must make choices
among projects.25During the 1980s, some
members of Congress seemingly became
concerned that a disproportionateshare of
these limited conservationdollarswere being used to preserve a small number of
species. Apparently,there was sufficientinterest in this issue to pass an Amendmentto
the Act in 1988 requiringFWS to prepare
annual reports on the amount of federal
and state spending,brokendownby species.
The data collected by FWS were first published for fiscal year 1989, and have subsequentlybeen publishedfor fiscal year (FY)
1990 and FY 1991.26 Spending from these

three years is the main object of study in
this section. In the followingparagraphs,we
explain the nature of these data, how they
were collected, and what types of spending
are and are not included.
The 1988 Amendment specifically
charged FWS with making a "good faith"
effort to calculateall expendituresthat were
23
Althoughwe are only able to studythe MONOTYPICdummyin this regression,we wouldideallylike
to know if subspeciesare treated differentlyfrom full
speciesin the listingprocess.Sincean exhaustivelist of
all vertebratesubspeciesdoes not exist,it is impossible
to answer this question formally.We can, however,
make an educatedguess by using some simple ratios.
Tear et al. (1993)estimatethat the ratio of subspecies
to full species in North Americais 6.9:1 for mammals
and 4.9:1for birds;in the sampleof listed species,the
ratio of subspeciesto full species is 2.4:1for mammals
and 1.1:1for birds.Althoughthese ratiosconsideronly
one factor and cannot be calculatedfor all vertebrate
classes, the disparityis at least suggestivethat full
speciesare givenpreferenceto subspeciesat the listing
stage.
24 This figureincludesonly the costs that wouldbe
paid by the governmentto carryout its recoveryplans.
It does not include any estimate of privateor other
opportunitycosts.
25Calculatingthe total budget availablefor recovThere are several
ery projectsis not straightforward.
sources of discretionaryfunds that can be used for
manypurposesin any year, with biodiversitypreservation only one possibility.Any way that it is calculated,
however,the budgetis muchless than $4.6 billion.
26The relevantsources are U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service(1990a, 1991, and 1992a).We plan to update
this dataset to include FY 1992 spendingwhen FWS
releases this information,but we do not anticipate
majorchangesin our results.
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"reasonablyidentifiable"to an individual
species. If spendingcannot be broken down
by species, then it is not included in the
final total. Although the term "reasonably
identifiable"may seem somewhatimprecise,
in practice it seems to cover fairly broad
classes of expendituresthat are more or less
operationallydefined.Examplesof expenditures usually included are habitat acquisitions designedprimarilyfor a single species,
captive breeding programs, operating expenses of wildlife preserves mostly dedicated to a single species, population censuses, and scientific study. Examples of
expendituresthat are typicallynot identifiable to a single species are salariesof FWS
personnel, operating expenses of general
wildlifepreserves,multi-specieshabitatpurchases, and the opportunitycosts of legal
restrictionson development.
Since the published expenditurefigures
exclude some public as well as all private
expenditures, they do not completely account for the overallcost of wildlife preservation. As a result of this incomplete data,
and for other reasons, we do not envision
ourselveshere as doing any kind of formal,
comprehensive,society-wide cost-effectiveness analyisof currentpolicies.Basically,we
think of the reported spendingfigures as a
noisy reflectionof some underlyingmeasure
of concernfor the variousspecies. In studying reportedspecies-by-speciesspending,we
seek only the modest goal of finding patterns in the data which may reflect underlying preferences of the relevant decisionmakingorganizations.
As for mechanics of the spending decision, the firstthing to note is that the aggregate government spending figures we use
come from many differentagencies,at both
the federal and state levels. Some of the
spending is on items specificallymandated
in the budget of a relevant agency. In essence, the legislative branch controls this
mandatedexpendituredirectly.Anotherpart
of spendingis discretionaryand comes from
funds managedby FWS or appropriatedby
FWS from other government sources. To
guide these discretionary spending decisions, FWS has developed a system for prioritizing species; we discuss this prioritiza-
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tion system in Section V. In our opinion, it
would be an oversimplificationto ascribe
some fraction of spendingto Congressand
the remainderto other relevant agencies,
because many of the decisions are made
with input from both sides. Therefore, we
treat all of the spendingas if it comes from
"the government"in general, althoughthis
clearly leaves many subtle political factors
beyondthe scope of our analysis.
The spending figures published in the
annual expenditure report are collected
from three sources.First,FWScalculatesits
own spending.Second, expendituresby the
states are reportedto a centralconservation
organization,which then passes the totals
along to FWS. Third, each federal agency
reportsits expendituresindividuallyto FWS.
Since its inception in the 1989 fiscal year,
the process has become more efficient and
agencieshave become more adept at identifying conservationexpendituresfrom within
their budgets.(In the earlyyears, for example, the state numberswere somewhat incomplete.) Some of the remarkablegrowth
in total reported expenditures,which have
risen from $43 million in 1989 to $102 million in 1990 to $177 million in 1991, is
attributable to this improvementin data
gathering.The bulk of the spendingis done
by the federal government,with FWS itself
comprisingabout half of the federal total.
For all three years, the federal total of conservationexpendituresis $248 million,while
the state total is $74 million. Expenditure
data is collected on all listed plant and
animal species. However,as alreadynoted,
we confine our attention here to the vertebrates. Since approximately95 percent of
the identifiableconservationbudgetis spent
on vertebrates,we are confident that any
patternsuncoveredhere would be robustin
the complete sample of listed species.
B. Regression#2: Determinants
of Spending

Regression #2 uses the log of total
spendingfrom 1989 to 1991(LNTOTAL)as
the dependent variable. Since we only observespendingon a specieswhen it is greater
than $100, the dependent variable is censored at ln(100) and the appropriateesti-
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REGRESSION#2
THE SPENDINGDECISION

LNTOTAL

Coef.

Std.
Err.

t

P> Itl

MAMMAL
BIRD
REPTILE
AMPHIBIAN

.75
.27
-1.72
-.94

.44
.37
.50
.66

1.717
0.721
- 3.443
- 1.422

0.087
0.472
0.000
0.156

NCRANK

.65

.19

3.423

0.000

LNLENGTH
MONOTYPIC
SUBSPECIES

1.03
- .37
-.35

.15
.50
.30

6.747
- 0.736
-1.177

0.000
0.462
0.240

CONSTANT

7.69

.45

16.959

0.000

Notes: Dependent variableis LNTOTAL;method of estimation is Tobit; 237 observations.

mating procedure is a Tobit regression.27
The independent variables are the same as
those in Regression #1, with the addition of
a SUBSPECIES dummy for listed taxonomic units below the full species level.
Before discussing the regression results,
it is helpful for the exposition to introduce
a hypothetical variable which we call
CHARISMA. We think of this variable as
the unmeasurable part of existence value,
and we mechanically define it to be orthogonal to all of the independentvariables used in
Regression #1.28 Although it may seem to be
an unorthodox construction, CHARISMA is
just a statistically harmless fiction that enables us to discuss a possible bias in our
estimates. In writing about this hypothetical
variable as if it actually exists in the real
world, we seek only to simplify the exposition. For this purpose, we treat CHARISMA
as a 'real' variable omitted from the righthand-side of Regressions #1 and #2, and
we assume that its coefficient would have
been positive in both regressions. We then
discuss how the estimated coefficients on
the other regressors would be biased by this
omission.
In Regression #1, we could think of the
sample as being randomly selected from the
population of all vertebrate full species. By
construction, CHARISMA is uncorrelated
in this population with the right-handside variables: LNLENGTH, NCRANK,
MONOTYPIC, and the taxonomic class
dummies. Hence, in principle, there is no
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omitted variable bias introduced in Regression #1. The sample used in Regression #2,
however, consists only of listed species, and
thus is specially selected by the listing process. If CHARISMA has a positive influence
on listing likelihood, then within this sample
it may well be correlated with other variables found to affect the listing decision.
For example, since the estimated coefficient
on LNLENGTH is positive in Regression #1, then, other things equal, a species
with high CHARISMA would require
lower LNLENGTH to achieve the same
listing likelihood. Therefore, in a sample
of only listed species, CHARISMA and
LNLENGTH are likely to be inversely correlated. Analogous reasoning can be used
on each of the other regressors-in general,
each variable's correlation with CHARISMA
will be opposite to the sign of its respective
coefficient in Regression #1. Thus, if we
make the natural assumption that CHARISMA also has a positive influence on the
spending decision, then the direction of the
omitted variable bias on each coefficient in
Regression #2 will also be opposite to the
sign of the respective coefficient in Regression #1. The likely effect of this bias is
discussed below on a case-by-case basis.
The results of Regression #2 suggest several patterns in spending behavior.29

27

Because there are only two censored observations,the resultsof the Tobitestimationare practically

identical to those of an OLS regression using the same

variables.
28
We can do a thoughtexperimentto envisionwhat
the CHARISMA
variablerepresents.First,imaginethat
we could create a perfect measure for the existence

value of each species. Next, regressthis perfect measure on the set of independentvariablesused in Regression#1. Define the residualsfrom this regression
to be the CHARISMAvariable.This variableshould
not be thought of as exactly the same thing as the
commonusage of the word,"charisma."
Althoughthe
is a
two meaningshave some overlap,our CHARISMA
statistical construct which will, by definition, have the
specific properties that we need to use for our analysis.
29 We note here that the patterns discussed below
are not driven by a small subset of the sample. For
example, if we exclude the 10 species with the highest

spending,which together comprisemore than half of
all spending, then the same qualitativeresults are
found.
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1. The coefficient on LNLENGTH is
highly significant,statisticallyand quantitatively. This coefficient may be interpreted
here in the usual fashion as an elasticity;it
implies an approximate1 percent increase
in spending for a 1 percent increase in
length. Since our analysis suggests that
LNLENGTH and CHARISMAare negatively correlated in the sample of listed
species, the omission of CHARISMAfrom
Regression #2 should bias the coefficient
on LNLENGTH downward.This further
strengthensour finding of a highly significant positiveeffect.30
2. The taxonomic class dummies, as a
group, seem to have a significanteffect on
spending.Since the fish dummyis left out,
all of the other taxonomicclass coefficients
measure spending on that class relative to
fish. The results show that the MAMMAL
dummyenters positivelyand the REPTILE
dummy enters negatively. The coefficients
on BIRD and AMPHIBIANare of the expected sign, but the magnitudes are not
significantlydifferentfrom zero. The overall
patternto the coefficientsis fairlyconsistent
with the onetime official policy of FWS to
give spending preference to the "higher"
animals in the following order: mammalbird-fish-reptile-amphibian. This policy
was officially abandoned in 1983, when
Congressexplicitlydirectedthe FWS to implement a prioritysystem that ignoredthe
distinction between "higher" and "lower"
life forms. However, as the regression results suggest, such a policy may actually
reflect underlyingpreferences.31The effect
of omitted variable bias would mostly support this interpretation.Since MAMMAL
and BIRD are probably negatively correlated with CHARISMAin this sample,their
estimated coefficients should be biased
downward.Conversely, the coefficient on
AMPHIBIANshouldbe biased upward.Adjusting for this bias would tend to reinforce
the pattern alreadyfound. Only for the coefficient on REPTILE would the omitted
variablebias possiblychange the coefficient
sign, since it is likely to be biased downward
in this estimate.
3. Since the Full Species dummyis left
out, the other two taxonomydummiesmea-
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sure spending relative to this class. Our
qualitativepredictionfrom the discussionin
Section II is that taxonomic uniqueness
should have a positive influence on spending, so that we should find a positive coefficient on MONOTYPICand a negative coefficienton SUBSPECIES.Actually,we find
estimated coefficients on both to be negative but statisticallyinsignificant.Adjusting
for bias due to the omission of CHARISMA

yields inconclusiveresults. It is likely that
the MONOTYPIC coefficient is biased
downwardand the SUBSPECIEScoefficient
is biased upward.This bias could conceivably be sufficientto mask a small role for
taxonomicuniqueness.
4. A surprisingand counterintuitiveresult is the highlystatisticallysignificantpositive coefficienton NCRANK.At face value,
this means that a decreasedlevel of endangerment-thus, a higher NCRANK-implies more spending.The appropriateinterpretationof this result depends on the size
of the bias from the omission of
CHARISMA.Suppose,at one extreme,that
the omittedvariablebias is small or negligible. Then,we wouldconcludethat NCRANK
actually plays a perverse role in spending
decisions.We considerit to be an implausible conclusionthat, controllingfor all other
observablefactors,a more trulyendangered
species actuallygets less money spent on it;
nevertheless,such an interpretationcannot
be excludedby our results.

30To support a reproductivelyviable population,
physicallylarge species typicallyrequiremore habitat
than do physicallysmall species. Hence, it is conceivable that the significantpositive coefficient on
LNLENGTHis capturingdifferent species' "needs."
We think the explanatorypower of this argumentis
small.Nevertheless,as with all otherplausibleexplanations, we would gladlyreturnto this question if relevant data on species'needs become available.
31 Thereis an issue here, and
throughoutthe paper,
abouttakingthe spendingon species at face value. For
example,spendingon fish living in rivers might be a
proxyfor our desire to preserverivers,and have little
to do with a desire to preservefish per se. This kindof
problemoccurs often in empiricalwork and, at some
level, it is impossibleto eliminatecompletely.We have
no reason to believe that the problemis particularly
acute in this case.
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At the other extreme, suppose that the
omitted variable bias is large. Under this
scenario, the 'true' NCRANK coefficient
could be negative,but the omitted variable
bias wouldbe large enough to turn a significant negative coefficient into a significant
positive coefficient.If this is indeed the explanation for the positive coefficient on
NCRANK,then it is a powerfulillustration
of the role CHARISMAis playing in the
spending decision. In this case, we would
concludethat any influenceof NCRANKin
its "expected"direction is more than outweighed by the role of CHARISMA.We
believe that this conclusionis probablycorrect. Since NCRANKplaysa verysignificant
role in the listing process, it is likely that
CHARISMA and NCRANK are highly cor-

related in the population of listed species
and that the omission of CHARISMAfrom
Regression#2 severelybiases the NCRANK
coefficientupwards.There is also considerable casual evidence to supportthis conclusion. Species with the highest spendinginclude many "charismatic"species with very
low actual endangerment-the Bald Eagle,
FloridaScrubJay, and GrizzlyBear among
the most prominentexamples.Adjustments
for other characteristicsfail to explainwhy
these species receive high spending,as each
also has large positive residualsin Regression #2.
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ing behavioris "size matters a lot." Again,
we should note that this is not necessarily
'wrong',since "size"mightjustifiablybe included in a society's objective function.
However,it should also be noted that such
heavy weightingof visceral elements seeminglygoes againstthe languageand spiritof
currentFWS policy,which stronglystresses
scientific characteristics.For example, the
FWS numericalprioritysystemis based entirely on scientific elements. In the next
section,we studythis prioritysystemin more
detail and test for its relativeimportancein
the spendingdecision.
V. THE FWS PRIORITYSYSTEM
A. Background
and Discussion

In 1983, FWS created a formal "priority
system"to serve as a guide in its listing and
spendingdecisions.32In this section, we describethe officialsystemadoptedfor spending decisionsand we discussseveral aspects
that can yield insightsinto underlyingpreferences towardsconservation.Then, we test
for the prioritysystem's role in explaining
the observed pattern of spending. Overall,
the systemis intendedto be used as a guide
rather than a strict set of rules; nevertheless, if the governmentwere using the system as it was designed,we would expect the
data to show some evidence of successful
implementation.
It seems fair to conclude that spending
To study this issue, Regression #3 inchoices are determinedmuch more by vis- cludes a regressorcalled PRIORITY,a variceral than by scientific characteristics: able which is equal to FWS'spublishedpriLNLENGTHand taxonomicclass play sig- orityrank.PRIORITYrangesfrom 1 (FWS's
nificantroles, while the effect of taxonomic highest rank) to 18 (FWS's lowest rank).
uniqueness and NCRANK are, at best, There are three componentsof this number.
overshadowedby bias due to the omission In strictlydecreasinglexicographicorder of
of CHARISMA.
Indeed,the resultsare even importance,these componentsare "degree
more strikingwhen we realize that the inof threat"(most important:3 grades), "reclusion of taxonomicclass dummies essen- covery potential" (middle importance: 2
tially restricts LNLENGTH to the role of
grades),and "taxonomy"(least important:3
explaining"within"class variationof spend- grades),makinga total of 18 combinations.
In principle,"degreeof threat"is a similar
ing; absent taxonomic class dummies on
the right-hand-side, the coefficient on
concept to NCRANK,as both attempt to
LNLENGTH would be even greater, as
length explainssome of the "between"class
32
variationas well. Overall,the one-line mesThe official FWS descriptionand defense of its
take
from
our
of
to
sage
away
study spend- prioritysystemis containedin Fay and Thomas(1983).
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measurethe absoluteendangermentlevel of
the species. Also, each is on a three-point
scale in our sample.Despite this conceptual
similarity,the two measures are not highly
correlated-an issue we return to later.
"Recovery potential" is a measure of the
ease or difficulty of improvinga species'
condition. Species with a "high" recovery
potential are perceivedto have well-understood threatswhich do not requireintensive
management to be alleviated. The three
"taxonomy"gradesare the same as we used
in Regression #2: monotypic genus, full
species, and subspecies.In addition,the priority systemrecognizesspecies seen to be in
"conflictwith constructionor other development projects or other forms of economic
activity" (Fay and Thomas 1983, 43104).
Species in conflict do not receive a higher
prioritynumber than those not in conflict,
but they are given a tiebreakingpreference
between species with the same (#1-18)
ranking. We include a dummy variable,
CONFLICT(1 if species is in conflict, 0 if
not), to recognizethis additionaldistinction.
It is not part of our purposehere to have
a complete discussionabout the merits and
faults of the prioritysystemdescribedabove.
Nevertheless,there are several observations
about this system which may yield insight
into the attitudes and preferences of its
creators. First, it is notable that a lexicographic ordering is used in creating the
ranking.This orderingmeans, for example,
that any species with the highest grade of
"degreeof threat"will alwaysbe assigneda
higher prioritythan any other species with
the middlegradeof "degreeof threat,"even
if the latter species has higher grades of
"recoverypotential"and "taxonomy."Such
a method effectivelyprecludesany possibility of trade-offs among the three criteria.
This rigiditysuggests a very extreme objective function. Second, the inclusion of "recovery potential" could be viewed as an
attemptto quantifythe cost-effectivenessof
recovery.But, by placing"degreeof threat"
prior to "recoverypotential" in the ordering, FWS is essentially making the statement that "cost issues are dominated by
endangerment issues." Our final observation concerns the use of conflict as a posi-
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REGRESSION#3
THESPENDING
DECISION
WITHFWS PRIORIIES
LNTOTAL

Coef.

Std.
Err.

t

P > Itl

MAMMAL
BIRD
REPTILE
AMPHIBIAN
NCRANK
LNLENGTH
PRIORITY
CONFLICT
CONSTANT

.54
.46
-1.62
-1.19
.80
.85
-.10
1.20
7.99

.40
.34
.47
.62
.18
.14
.04
.29
.47

1.354
1.342
-3.470
-1.917
4.398
5.944
- 2.716
4.177
17.126

0.177
0.181
0.000
0.057
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000

Notes: Dependent variableis LNTOTAL;method of estimation is Tobit; 237 observations.

tive tiebreakerfor species priority.It seems
more reasonable to suppose that, other
things equal, it is more cost-effective to
spend money on species that are not in
conflict with development,since species in
conflict are already imposing opportunity
costs on society. The stated preference for
preserving species in conflict may reflect
some underlyingdesire to pay attention to
species that are in the publicspotlight.
B. Regression #3: The FWS PrioritySystem

Regression #3 is identical to Regression
#2 except for the addition of PRIORITY
and CONFLICT and the subtraction of
MONOTYPIC and SUBSPECIES from the

list of regressors.MONOTYPICand SUBSPECIESare droppedfor statisticalreasons
because they are includedas componentsof

PRIORITY.

The coefficienton PRIORITYis negative
and statistically significant. Other things
equal, high priorityspecies, i.e., those with a

low numerical PRIORITY, receive more

spending than do low priority species. At
first glance, this suggests successful implementation of the priority system. Such a
conclusionis mitigated,however,by the size
of the estimatedcoefficienton CONFLICT.
Recall that CONFLICTis intended to be
the least importantcomponentof the priority system, as it acts only to break ties between species with the same prioritynum-
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REGRESSION #4

DETERMINATION
OF DEGREE OF THREAT

DEGREE

Coef.

Std.
Err.

t

P > It

NCRANK
CONFLICT

.20
-.41

.05
.07

4.333
-5.637

0.000
0.000

1.28

.47

CONSTANT

15.394

0.000

Notes: Adjusted R2 = .17; dependent variable is DEGREE;method of estimation is OLS; 237 observations.
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any conflict that threatens the global survival of a species, the results of Regression
#4 suggest that FWS may be inappropriately factoring individual findings of local
conflict into its supposedly objective endangerment ratings. Thus, not only does CONFLICT have a disproportionate influence
on the spending decision, but it may also
subtly influence the rest of the priority system as well.35
VI. CONCLUSIONS

ber. In spite of this ostensibly small role, the
estimated coefficient on CONFLICT is more
than 10 times the estimated coefficient on
PRIORITY, and its t-statistic is greater than
4. Since 10 units of PRIORITY-moving up
from 14 to 4 on the 1-18 scale, is intended
to play a far greater role than the existence
of conflict, such a result seems difficult to
explain within the framework of the FWS
system.33 It is possible, however, that the
CONFLICT variable is capturing other influences which are playing a major role in
the spending decision. Specifically, species
in conflict may generate extra political attention. If so, then through a variety of
mechanisms, such political attention might
translate into increased spending.
There are also indications that species in
conflict receive higher priority numbers than
they objectively deserve. As mentioned earlier, the NC endangerment rank (NCRANK)
and FWS's "degree of threat" component of
PRIORITY attempt to measure the same
thing. Nevertheless, the correlation between
the two measures is far from perfect, and
some of the deviation can be explained by
the existence of conflict. To illustrate this
point, we estimate an OLS regression of the
FWS degree of threat (DEGREE) on independent variables NCRANK and CONFLICT.34 (See Regression #4.) The coefficient on NCRANK is positive and significant, but considering that a coefficient of 1
would indicate a perfect correlation, the size
of the coefficient seems low. The coefficient
on CONFLICT is negative and significant;
this implies that species in conflict are considered to be more endangered by the FWS
than they are by the NC. Since the NCRANK
measure is designed to take into account

How do we spend our limited resources
on preserving endangered species? We analyzed this question by examining the actual
listing and spending decisions of the relevant government agencies. The overall pattern to these results is clear: visceral characteristics of species, such as their physical
size and the degree to which they are considered to be higher forms of life, explain a
33Mannand Plummer(1993)were the firstto indicate the importanceof the CONFLICTvariable.Their
results motivatedus to include CONFLICTin our
analysis.
34An OLS regressionimpliesthat we take the actual numericalDEGREErankingsseriously.If we believe that DEGREErankingsare only orderedclasses,
then the proper estimationprocedurewould be orderedlogit.Since,in this case, the resultsof an ordered
logit estimationare verysimilarto OLS,we onlyreport
the latter. In either case, the indicated choices of
independentand dependentvariablesare naturalbecause DEGREE is a somewhat subjectivemeasure
createdby the FWS,while NCRANKand CONFLICT
are more objectivelydetermined.No specificstandards
havebeen publishedby the FWSto explainwhyspecies
receive different DEGREEranks.NCRANK,by contrast, has fairlyspecificguidelinessummarizedin National HeritageData Center(1992).Also, CONFLICT
is the most objectiveof the FWS ranks;the published
guidelines state that "Any species identified . . . as

havinggenerateda negative biologicalopinion which
concludedthat a given proposedprojectwouldviolate
Section 7(aX2)of the EndangeredSpecies Act or resulted in the recommendationof reasonableand prudent alternativesto avoida negativebiologicalopinion
would be assignedto the conflict category"(Fay and
Thomas1983).
35It is also possibleto explainthe resultsof Regressions #4 by positingthat CONFLICTcontainssome
superior informationon the part of FWS. Because
NCRANKis continuallyupdated while DEGREE is
not, we feel that this explanationis unlikely to be
correct.
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large part of both listing and spending decisions. More scientific characteristics, such as
endangerment or uniqueness, play a role at
the listing stage but are overpowered by
strong visceral elements at the spending
stage. The evidence indicates that we pay
more attention to species in the degree to
which they are perceived to resemble us in
size or characteristics. A provocative interpretation is to summarize current preservation policy as an expansion of rights and
obligations towards species that remind us
of ourselves. Although it remains highly
speculative, this interpretation of our results
may indeed be the best single explanation.
We also analyzed the implementation of
the government's current system for setting
spending priorities. The analysis finds that,
while the priority system is being implemented to some degree, the least important
component of the system had an influence
which far exceeded its prescribed role. This
component, a fairly 'objective' measure of
whether a species is in conflict with development, is also found to influence the priority
system itself. Such influence suggests that it
might be useful to have a more formal separation between an agency making policy and
an agency gathering the scientific information necessary for the setting of priorities.
Without such a separation, even a well-intentioned government is prone to mixing
these two distinct activities.
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